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Temporal lobe (20157252, 19406355) fMRI Cerebral cortex (20656843, 18945600) Hippocampus (22766738, 20656843) Temporal lobe (19747163, 18400793, 20656843) MRI Temporal lobe (23561509, 9341577, 22717328, 18765650, 11511703, 16797786, 17533169, 7480379, 8648331, 8059176, 19228848, 10077306, 15374058) Hippocampus (22414571, 8986328, 2103656, 22717328, 11511703, 8239283, 20656843, 16797786, 8648331, 10662960, 8059176, 11160463, 17178234) PET Posterior cingulate (21971455, 11960900,
10843517, 16407119)
Temporal lobe (21853308, 21971455, 9339671, 11511703, 2674513, 3512063, 12812674) Moderate AD DTI - (22545143, 21182970, 22256149, 20368633, 20164572, 20847446) Temporal lobe (20615058, 16801648, 17905894) fMRI Temporal lobe (16842102, 22815064, 22216234, 16997428, 17021177, 20656843, 18928090, 16087905) Precuneus cortex (15954139, 22456451) 
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